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Message – “My Soul Magnifies the Lord” - 12-23-18 - Luke 1:46b-55 

Pause and Reflect on Mary’s Song of Hope. 

On her recent trip to New York City, Pastor Mary Austin went to the Macy's at Herald 

Square because as she stated; “I wanted to see what Christmas looked like at the store that is 

famous for being the background for the movie Miracle on 34th Street, Macy’s has a 13,000 

square foot Santaland, plus an in-store McDonald’s. There are also a dozen other restaurants 

and three different Starbucks counters. Ironically, Pastor Mary stated:” the song playing over the 

store speakers was ‘All I Want for Christmas Is You.’ If only that were true, there would be no 

need to shop!”  

In the middle of the Christmas excess which Pastor Mary experienced; she saw a 

homeless woman trudging through the store, wearily dragging her sleeping bag behind her. With 

just one small bag in her hand, she seemed exhausted by whatever had happened to her, and 

oblivious to the Christmas mania around her. Such a contrast of images! 
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Along with this powerful image of contrasts is another powerful image in the story of 

Luke 1:46-56. Mary proclaims: "My soul magnifies the Lord, 47 and my spirit rejoices in God 

my Savior, 48 for he has looked with favor on the lowliness of his servant. Surely, from now on 

all generations will call me blessed; 49 for the Mighty One has done great things for me, and 

holy is his name. 50 His mercy is for those who fear him from generation to generation…55 

according to the promise he made to our ancestors, to Abraham and to his descendants forever.” 

“My Soul magnifies the Lord” Mary proclaims, such a powerful statement of faith when 

faith seemed impossible.  Mary’s ordinary life was about to be turned upside down with the birth 

of a Son that would be Savior of the world!  Amazing, astounding, and miraculous, yet so 

difficult to believe!  Yet Mary did believe and her proclamation magnified the grace, and love of 

God!  This season of Advent reflects the truth of God through a faith that doesn’t make sense, 

but not beyond belief.  Mary was filled with hope and anticipation, even if she didn’t fully 

understand. She radiated the love of God in the act of motherhood, in a way that no one else had 

ever done before.   

So, on this Fourth Sunday of Advent we are called to radiate or “Shine” and reflect the 

love of God that is born in us, each day!  But the first Christmas wasn’t exactly happy and bright, 

and the readings of Advent itself aren’t particularly cheery either. Advent speaks of awaiting 

God’s help in the midst of desperation, reminding us that we can find echoes of Advent clearly  

in both the homeless shelters and in the maternity wards. 

The Reverend Joseph Peters-Mathews, an Episcopal priest in Washington State, puts it 

this way: “That’s why I love Advent …Jesus never doesn’t get born. We long, hope, wait, 
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anticipate, and we are never let down.” Every year, Christmas comes – ready or not. Even if we 

are dog-tired or brokenhearted, the Light of Christ always comes to “Shine” ALWAYS!  

Advent calls to us in the middle of life’s struggles and difficulties speaking words of 

hope.  As we watch the news and see the pain in our country and the world it can seem 

overwhelming and leaves us feeling powerless.  As the thick darkness and recent fog envelops 

with the bleakness of this world, we can feel physically weighed down.  Those never-extending 

holiday to-do lists, the suffering in the world, and our own personal struggles can suck the joy 

out of this season. 

Advent reminds us that God continues to “Come” into our lives with light and truth 

revealing that we cannot save ourselves or anyone else.  Today, with four candles lit, the Song of 

Mary soars through the Gospel reading “Magnifying and Shining” into our hearts again this year. 

As Mary experienced the Joy and amazement of God’s plan for her we too have an 

opportunity to experience this Joy and Amazement of God in our lives.  In some sense God 

invites you to be “PREGNANT” with the message of Hope and Promise in the birth of Jesus, 

again this year! Often Mary is thought of as gentle and meek, but in our Gospel today; Mary is 

brave and bold, singing loud and strong. Mary magnifies and shines through her very core of her 

soul that God is going to change things through the human birth of a Messiah.  This seems to be 

her calling, the purpose of her life. Everything — the very shape of human history — is about to 

change through this act of God in this young girl named Mary.   

In the movie the Hunger Games, there is a scene that sums up the theme of this series. 

President Snow, the dictator of the dystopian, futuristic country of Panem, is walking in his rose 

garden with the chief “game maker,” Seneca Crane. Crane is the man responsible for creating a 
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game that pits young people from the twelve districts of Panem against one another in a highly 

publicized fight to the death each year.  The question is asked; “why the games must have a 

winner. If the Capitol simply wanted to show its power and to instill fear and control, why not 

simply execute people? Why the games? Why a winner?” 

“Hope,” President Snow states. “Hope is the only thing stronger than fear. A little hope is 

effective. A lot of hope is dangerous. A spark is fine, as long as it’s contained.” A little hope, 

says Snow, would allow the games to entertain the people and would allow them to have a hero, 

while keeping the Capitol firmly under control. A lot of hope would topple President Snow’s 

oppressive regime entirely. Hope can shake the foundations of everything that weighs us down 

and “A lot of hope” can change the course of history. 

Today, the Gospel story invites us, like Mary, to seek out others in order to find our song 

of HOPE and to Shine. It wasn’t until Mary connected with Elizabeth, who was in a similar 

situation, that she was able to make her proclamation. And maybe, whether we know it or not, 

that’s what we’ve done today, too. We have made haste as Mary di to seek each other out in 

worship, to gather together and sing songs of hope on this Fourth Sunday of Advent.  

How can you sing and shine with the Hope of Christ in your daily life? Are you able to 

share your faith with others in both words and deeds so that others might know the light of Christ 

and see it in this world?  It certainly can be challenging, can’t it?  We are called to ‘Shine” in our 

corners of the world, with souls that magnify the greatness of God, making this world a less 

divided, more trustworthy, and a more hopeful place, but what a challenge. 

Advent and Christmas come every year to remind us that the light of God has already 

broken through the difficulties around us, but we often forget that fact.  And that is why Mary 
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“Sings” her heart out. So, let’s “Sing our Hearts out “ today with each another, magnifying with 

our Souls the greatness of the light Christ that shines through us so that hope may abound! 

Amen.  

The Rev. Dr. Brian K. Oltman 
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